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Crises, they say, expose our mettle - the stuff we are all made of. Indeed, in the last one year

we have traversed through the storms like never before. The predicaments have unveiled
unexpected stories of grit, dedication and heroism simultaneously with tales of struggle and
loss.

The student fraternity is the most confused in this transformed scenario of virtual classes,

where you can blatantly dodge, cheat and bluff in a thousand ways and get away with it. Of
course, there are also those conscientious folk, who are committed to learning and

intellectual enrichment, who have a natural craving for knowledge. Perhaps they are the most
appalled; and have several unanswered questions racking them.

To every student out there, I have the following facts for them to reflect on:

The pandemic will pass in its own time. Soon you will stride into the real, adult world that will
demand professional excellence out of you. Needless to say, that is rather difficult without
academic proficiency. So, when you are at the threshold of a new career, and need to exhibit

your expertise, will you throw up your hands in ignorance, wailing in despair that you know
nothing as you are a ‘pseudo-scholar of the pandemic times’, or will you, shining in
knowledge and accomplishment, prove your worth and evolve towards higher realms of
achievement ?

What is essential for all you students of the present times, is your clarity of thought and a

long-term vision. The road you choose now, will take you to its natural destination. If you
wish to play the game as a trickster, hoodwinking others, check out that when you drop out
of your Fools’ Paradise, and the race for competition begins anew, where are you going to
land !

But, if you are committed to an elevated goal, and have a meaningful milestone ahead to
conquer, then you have not even a moment to spare. Feed your appetite for assimilating

knowledge and arm yourself with the earnestness of endeavour in all the gravity that the
situation demands.

The choice, of course is yours. And so will be the outcome!

God bless you with the balance of judgement to make the right choices.
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मेरे स्वर्णिम पल
र्िलटॉप स्कूल में 1986 से 2021 तक का मेरा सफर उस जादु ई छडी की तरि िै
र्जसने मेरेआं तररक गुण ं क उभारा, मुझे अध्यापक का धमि र्सखार्ा, र्नरं तर आगे
बढ़ते हुए कष्ट र्ा िार्न सिने की दृढ़ता प्रदान की तथा उत्साि के साथ र्िद्यार्थिर् ं की
प्रर्तभा क पिचान कर उन्हें राि र्दखाना र्सखार्ा।
मेरे इस उत्साि क र्िद्यालर् का नेतृत्व करने िाले प्रधानाचार्ि एिं प्रधानाचार्ाि से
सदा बल र्मला। र्जन्ह न
ं े मुझे बच् ं के भीतर के मिान आं तररक गुण ं क उभारने
और संर्म के बंधन में बांधकर चरम पर पहुुँचाने का काम स प
ं ा ज एक अध्यापक
का धमि ि ता िै।
अगर मैं र्ि कहुँ र्क मनुष्य में कमि करने की अजब शक्ति ि ती िै त गलत निी ं
ि गा, आिश्यकता ि ती िै उपर्ुि अिसर क पिचान कर कमि करने की।
मिान िैज्ञार्नक एर्िसन से एक बार र्कसी ने पूछा–“क्या आपकी सफलता का राज
आपकी प्रर्तभा िै ?” एर्िसन ने उत्तर र्दर्ा–“ निी ं , एक औंस बुक्ति और एक टन
पररश्रम।“

ज्ञान की प्राक्ति र्नरं तर अभ्यास से िी ि ती िै। मैंने र्ि अभ्यास बच् ं क पढ़ाते
हुए र्कर्ा र्जससे मेरी प्रर्तभा में उत्तर त्तर िृक्ति ि ती रिी। िर िर्ि नए र्िद्याथी,
नई प्रर्तभा, नई चुन ती और मेरा उत्साि र्क इन्हें कुछ नर्ा दू ुँ । मेरे भीतर के
उत्साि में कष्ट र्ा िार्न सिने की दृढ़ता के साथ-साथ कमि करने के आनंद का
एिसास था। ऐसा इसर्लए क्य र्ं क जब र्िद्यार्थिर् ं की आुँ ख ं की चमक में
प्रशंसा के भाि र्दखाई दे ते त उत्साि बढ़ जाता और कभी-कभी आल चक
छात्र-छात्राओं से र्मलने िाली नकारात्मक प्रर्तर्िर्ा से भी र्नराशा निी ं हुई
बक्ति उन्हें समझने की क र्शश ज्यादा ज र-श र से करने लगी।
जब भी मुझे नई कक्षा र्मलती र्ि एिसास भी कक्षा र्मलने के साथ िी साथ मेरे
भीतर गिरे पैठ जाता था र्क इसे अपनी पूरी मेिनत से सििश्रेष्ठ बनाना िै प्यारसे, दु लारसे , निी ं त कठ रता से। तब उन बच् ं का दु ख मेरा ि जाता और
सुख भी।
र्कसी भी बच्े की दु ष्ट- प्रिृर्त्त क सद् –प्रिृर्त्त की ओर म डना एक अध्यापक
का एकमात्र उद्दे श्य बन जाता िै। माध्यर्मक र्शक्षा के द रान र्िद्याथी का
मक्तिष्क र्िकास की चरम अिस्था पर ि ता िै। उसे अनुशासन में बाुँधना सरल
ि ता िै। ज उन के भािी जीिन की आधारर्शला बन जाती िै और मेरी
कमिभूर्म र्िी थी।
मुझे कभी चंचल आुँ ख ं िाले, म िक मुस्कान र्लए हुए सीधे -सादे र्शष्य र्मले त
कभी मुस्कान से िी दु ष्टता का ब ध कराने िाले और कभी सजग प्रिरी की तरि
पाठ क स्पंज की तरि आत्मसात्कर लेने िाले र्शष्य। आज प्रत्येक क
आसमान छूता हुआ पाती हुँ त गर्िित ि उठती हुँ।
आज जब मैं र्िद्यालर् की र्जम्मेदाररर् ं से मुि हुँ त र्ूुँ लगतािै जैसे जीिन में
ररिता समा गई िै। अब मेरी संपर्त्त िै – अतीत के सुनिरे – रुपिले िे र्दन ज
मुझे पूणिता प्रदान करते थे , ज मेरे पास र्ादगार लम् ं के रूप में संर्चत िैं और
सदा रिें गे।

उन सभी छात्र छात्राओं क मेरी शुभकामनाएुँ र्जनके कारण मेरी पिचान बनी।
उस नेतृत्व क नमन र्जन्ह न
ं े मुझमें र्िश्वास र्दखार्ा। उन सिकर्मिर् ं क
धन्यिाद र्जनके कारण मैं आज र्िाुँ तक पहुुँची। उन उप -सिकर्मिर् ं के प्रर्त
नतमिक हुँ र्जन्ह न
ं े मुझे अच्छा माि ल र्दर्ा, खुशनुमा िातािरण प्रदान
र्कर्ा, सुरम्य पररिेश र्दर्ा।
मैं नतमिक हुँ और सदा रहुँगी क्य र्ं क र्िलटॉप ने मुझे उत्साि के साथ कमि में
प्रिृत्त ि ने का आनंद क्या ि ता िै ? र्ि बतार्ा। र्िलटॉप सदा बरकरार रिे
अपनी आन और शान के साथ र्ि दु आ करती हुँ। ितिमान में र्शक्षा प्राि करने
िाले र्िद्यार्थिर् ं एिं भर्िष्य में आने िाले र्िद्यार्थिर् ं क मेरी शुभकामनाएुँ । आप
सबसे र्ि आशा रखती हुँ र्क आप सब र्िद्यालर् के ग रि क और बढ़ाएुँ गे तथा
इसे शीर्ि पर ले जाएुँ गे।
एक शाश्वत सत्य–
िि िमने रची िै , िमने र्ानी िम सब ने,
मुझ जैसे मेरे अनर्गनत सार्थर् ं ने।
र्जन्ह न
ं े इस क्यारी में अपने – अपने हुनर से,
धूप और बरसात जाडा और पाला झेल ,
सूरज से तपकर , पूरी आर्ु एक पाुँि पर–
इमारत क र्िद्यालर् बनार्ा िै।
र्कतन ं का भर्िष्य संिारा िै।
र्कतन ं का रूप र्नखारा िै।
तभी त क्यारी में िुँ स रिे िैं आज –
रं ग-र्बरं गे भीनी-भीनी खुशबू र्बखेरते फूल।
िाि ! धन्य ! स बार धन्य !! िे माली।।
धन्यिाद।
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How to impart
Basic Knowledge of Quantum Physics
in Schools?

Md. Shoaib Khan
Department of Physics
Teacher

In today’s rapidly modernizing generation of speedily proliferating
industrialization and advancing urbanization, the communication of
scientific discoveries and fields is necessary at a ground level, in the
schools, because students often find the concepts which they have to be
conversant in, to be extremely ravaging and challenging. They wish to
dive deep into an ocean of thoughts and complex knowledge without
even strengthening their foundations. Also, the need of breaking their
ignorance towards “science” amongst the students is to make them
realize how interesting and fascinating the whole world around us is,
even the smallest of objects, which we even cannot view with our naked
eyes and which co-exist with the other amenities of the universe, have so
much to tell us.

Thus, QUANTUMPHYSICS can be defined as the description of the
smallest things in our universe. If we zoom right down from the sizes of
cells to the scales of molecules, atoms and the innumerous subatomic
particles, we would be acquainted , by the means of quantum physics, as
to what is their existing nature and how do they interact with light. 20
years from now, youngsters will be facing interviews for jobs such as
Quantum Communication Analyst or Quantum Software Engineer. So,
how long should it be before students learn new topics and before it
becomes mainstream in public schools? For many people, the phrase
“quantum physics” evokes images of science fiction-like technology, a
vaguely puzzled sensation, or perhaps just a shudder. Yet for a growing
number of secondary school teachers worldwide and their teenage
students, quantum physics represents a gateway to a lifelong love of
science.
According to a survey held in 2019, almost all the countries approach
quantum physics as an elective or advanced option for students already
studying physics—about 5%-20% of the overall population of 17- to 19year-olds, though Einsteinian Physics is a central component of the
standard physics curriculum in Australia and the German state of Bavaria
for students as young as 14 or 15. Despite some teachers’ concerns that
younger students would be hopelessly befuddled by such complex topics,
research shows that they are actually quite capable of grasping the key
concepts. In fact, the mind-bending aspect of Physics served to increase
student interest in the subject—particularly among girls. High school
students don’t have the foundation in Mathematics that is required for
quantum calculations, so teachers are forced to discuss the concepts in
qualitative terms. This frequently leads to broader speculations on the
philosophical implications as students grapple with such seemingly
impossible ideas as wave-particle duality or the Heisenberg's
uncertainty principle. In today's world, there is value in teaching
quantum physics even if it is not always satisfactorily tested in final
exams—and that’s the benefit it brings to the students. They learn to deal
with competitor views and luxuriate in the philosophical and

technological implications of natural philosophy. It’s not the study of
projectile motion that shall capture students’ interest—it’s the parallel
universes, quantum tunneling, and semiconductors that they'll merely
can’t get enough of.
A conference paper of 2016 proposes that it is possible to cut down on
the technical mathematical skills required for students to learn
introductory quantum mechanics by introducing the use of computer
software programs, becoming increasingly available.
● e.g.: A recent paper Thinking Quantum: Lectures on Quantum
Theory by Barak Shoshany proposed a clear introduction to
quantum theory tailored for high-school students. This course was
designed in such a way that it did not require university-level
background knowledge.
The book "Q is for Quantum" by Terry Rudolph explores however a
student armed with basic arithmetic data will effectively grasp basic
learning of quantum computing and even perceive Deutsch–Jozsa's
formula. Even most of the simple quantum algorithms are just matrix
multiplication, hence it is advisable to teach simple Deutsch-Josza and
Grover’s algorithm.
The fundamentals of scientific theory may be schooled through the
medium of qCraft, obtainable through the popular game Minecraft. The
directions delivered during a game-based learning format are meant to be
strictly abstract, rather than being experimentally-oriented or
mathematically familiarized. Through qCraft, directions are delivered
within the variety of numerous ideas involving Quantum Physics and this
can act as a well-built foundation for a lot of complicated ideas.
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THE 10 BASIC CONCEPTS WHICH SHOULD BE DISCUSSED
IN DETAIL WITH THE STUDENTS
1. Graphical Representation of a physical quantity and its uncertainty
in the appropriate units of measurement. Representing quantity and its
uncertainty in the appropriate units of measurement. R
and interpreting, through a graph, the relationship between two
physical quantities.
2. Evaluation of the agreement between the experimental values of
physical quantities in relation to measurement uncertainties in order to
correctly describe the observed phenomenon.
3. Determination and discuss the motion of material points and rigid
bodies under the action of forces.
4. Using the concept of center of mass in the study of the motion of two
material points or of a rigid body.
5. Determination the kinetic energy of a moving material points and
the potential energy of a material point subjected to forces.
6. Linking the variation of kinetic energy, potential energy and
mechanical energy with the work done by the acting forces.
7. Using the conservation of energy in the study of the motion of
material points and rigid bodies and in the transformations between
work and heat
8. Using the conservation of energy in the study of the motion of
material points and rigid bodies and in the transformations between
work and heat.
9. Determination of the energy density of electric and magnetic fields
and apply the concept of energy transport by an electromagnetic wave.

10. Application of mass-energy equivalence in concrete situations
taken from examples of radioactive decays, fission reactions or nuclear
fusion.
Researchers indicate that in natural philosophy, there's a better
interest concerning the conceptual facets than algorithmic aspect.
Another finding indicated that the topic is mathematically difficult and
high school students, by and huge, lack a grounding within the needed
arithmetic level.

Hence, higher student learning outcomes are possible by shifting the
main focus on conceptual understanding. This shall create a secure
environment for strengthening the foundation of Quantum Physics, at
the school level.
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Hill Top Alumna Gets Vocal for Local; Bags the
Second Prize at the National Youth Festival 2021
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स्वदे शी सिर्फ एक शब्द नही, यह हमारी पहचान है |आज जो भी बडे ववदे शी ब्ाांड्ि हैं, वो भी

तो कभी लोकल थे | लोकल पर वोकल होकर ही वो आज बडे बने | तो क्यों ना आज हम िब भी

यह र्ामल
मफ ा अपनाएां |लोकल पर वोकल होकर भारतीय ब्ाांड्ि को बडा बनाएां | भारतीय िांस्कृतत को

ववश्व भर में उजागर करें एवां भारतीय अथफव्यवस्था को एक नया आयाम दें तो आओ आज हम िब
समलकर यह दृढ़ िांकल्प लें कक हम एक नए और आत्मतनभफर भारत का तनमाफण करें |
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The
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ALUMNI
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Through

Uncertainties

As I type this article, India continues to battle with the world’s biggest COVID-19
crisis. As uncertainty looms large, the bitter reality stares back at us…we are not
prepared to navigate through uncertainties. Several decisions are being changed at
the last minute with very little time to dwell over them. Most of us buckle under
such circumstances and are very bad at dealing with uncertainties. So, I think it will
be worthwhile to have a discussion on this issue so that as young readers and school
children you begin to think in these terms.
Prologue:
The year was 2010; I had just purchased my first cell phone after relentlessly
pursuing my parents for over a month. Internet speed (for most people) at the time
was under 1Mbps and Airtel had just begun rolling out 3G services. In those days
(wow, I feel old) GenX parents were concerned and were actively resisting the
sudden increase in the screen time of their children. Kids were glued to their TV
screens (then an idiot box) or cell phones and were therefore getting prescriptions
for eye-glasses. In those days, parents tried their best to convince their children to
go for outdoor activities, swimming lessons or tennis classes and what not.

ALUMNI

LOOKING
BACK

WITH GRATITUDE

26th January 2015. I vividly remember my last day at Hill Top School. As
I placed my foot outside the HTS Main Gate after a very emotional farewell, for an
instant, as I stood there, my mind went numb. I realized that I was not a Hill Topian
anymore. The signs had all been there - the teary-eyed farewell, upcoming board
examinations, juniors and teachers wishing me luck for my future endeavours…yet
before that day, before that moment, it had never really struck me that it was time
for me to embark on a new journey away from my comfort zone. While I was still
struggling to process my emotions, I saw Principal Ma’am talking to some parents
and walking some guests out. On her way in, she just smiled at me, confidently,
reassuringly. That was it!It was enough to tell me that it was going to be fine, that I
was ready for the world, for all its challenges. Today, after almost six years, I can
say that my instinct that day had been so accurate.
School has been one of the most defining periods of my life. Not just for
the excellent education that I received, but more importantly, for the person it made
me. At school, I had a knack of trying my hand
at almost everything possible (except sports, I realised pretty soon that I was terrible
at it!). Although at times, the sheer number of activities I chose to engage in, made
me feel overwhelmed, it definitely had a profound impact on me. Apart from the
numerous skills I ended up honing, perhaps the most important one was to accept
defeat and emerge as a better version of myself. Today, when I look back at my

music, debating, and academic career, I realize that I have been defeated on
numerous occasions, so what helped me to bring home glory? Well, I had the
courage to pursue my dreams without giving up; the encouraging words and
constructive criticism of my mentors helped me introspect and work on my
shortcomings.
Surviving and thriving in the competitive world is getting tougher by the minute. I
think during my school life, I picked up important skills that helped me adapt
myself to every situation, every challenge. I can vouch for the fact that almost
everything you learn at school has a lasting impact on your career ahead. One does
not realize it then but the seeds of values that are sown during the formative years
bear fruits later.
Hill Top gave me ample opportunities to hone my musical skills and showcase
them, this was something that ended up making a lot of impact on my life, and
continues to do so even today. When I was busy meeting deadlines or was losing
my nerves before a dream job interview, music was something that stabilized me. It
used to be my escape from the daily clutter and hectic schedules. It was music that
helped me sail to my happy place, in fact it made me standout in the crowd; crowd
that was already super talented and intellectually stellar! I met some of my best
friends during my musical journey; some of the best people I know today are from a
musical background. I am eternally grateful to God for this gift and do not intend to
let it remain as a mere hobby. I hope to use this gift, I have to do something
meaningful, to bring about change through my music for that would be a true ode to
all those gurus I have had in my life, who always fanned the musical fire in me.
The English Faculty helped me polish my communication and writing skills. All my
subject teachers were always very supportive. During my job interviews, while
drafting my essay applications for successful admission into one of the most
esteemed business schools in the world and even in my day-to-day work at a top
Silicon Valley company I have been applying all the skills that I picked up early in
life.

In the end, my sole message to all the students reading this article is that
they must utilize their time at school as much as possible and grab opportunities that
will help them flower into better human beings. You will never know what you are
best at, unless you try. There are so many teachers ready to guide you, hold your
hand …so make the effort. I consider myself fortunate enough to have successfully
reigned in some great opportunities that the world had to offer, so I repeat …there
cannot be a safer environment for you to try, make mistakes, learn, and excel than
the one at HILL TOP!

Yours truly,
Shayan Chatterjee
ISC Batch of 2015
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Are
You
Doing Well?

Are you doing well?
Hey folks! Are you doing well? No, not the Covid story. Are you
doing well in general? Perhaps no? Let me give that in bold. Are
you doing well ? Not better either? Okay cool. Cool! Let's
discover the answer through the course of this write up.
In this article I attempt to lay bare your soul and ask you this
question again and again and again.
Ever since I was a child this idea of 'doing well' was imprinted
on my nervous centre. 18 years post I realised it's never enough. It's never
enough for the world and for those not caring about you. It's never enough in
the temporary design of this creation.
And for those who do care about you ,it never mattered anyway. You were a
gem always. So hey I ask again. Are you doing well? Perhaps better.
But hey! It's not that linear.
ARE you doing well?
Are YOU doing well?
Are you DOING well?
Are you doing WELL?

Perhaps by now it must be seeming incredibly convoluted? What is the
question? And should you have an answer to just one of these? Or rather, do
you have an answer to any of these?
Before you attempt to answer this question, I must warn you it might drag you to
the point of losing yourself.
In the ancient Chinese practice of Taoism, there's a beautiful concept of doing
nothing. Nothing.
Absolutely nothing. Wait what? Doing nothing? Isn’t that the easiest thing to do?
Perhaps not.
Well ,Taoism argues that men’s problems are because of their inability to do
nothing. There’s this restless quest in man to do something. And not just let it be .
And that’s where the problem begins. It argues that any intervention by man is
seen as operating against the flow. So it drains you but never reaps productive
value. I am aware that going against the flow is the generation's tagline but I
might not want to acknowledge that it’s the most intelligent tagline.
Taoism for example shows you that whenever you attempt to change the world
for the better it sadly makes it worse. Anything operating against the natural
design sadly creates a domino effect of disruption. Think of history. Thousands of
men you admire who set out to change the fate of this world could never half
manage it well. Look around and it's growing worse still.
All of it is despite the greatest mystics, change makers, revolutionaries,
philanthropists, religious and political leaders having lived here. Some still living
here.
So what should you do?
Nothing!
How ironic! You have been trained to do something all your life. Even though
your entire life passes away in finding that "something" , you have been asked to
run. To do something. To do something, at least.
So what do you do? Nothing again. Nothing.
If we ever look closely, all of life's troubles are because of this tendency to do
something redundant. Taoism argues that in the heavy vegetation of forests, the
sunlight seems to do nothing. Yet it does enough that it continues to grow and
evolve.

Applying something similar to life we might want to consider, that time is our
sunlight. Often when we are in synchronisation with natural order we feel this
unnecessary urge that we must do something. Or at least we are told to do
something. Most of the times that something never delivers the joy you imagined
it would deliver. Never realising how operating against the design harms our
evolution. We think we are doing something. Yet it's a black hole that consumes
everything and delivers nothing.
In our case, Time is that sunlight that seems to do nothing. Yet it ensures that we
evolve the way we must. The way that there is harmony in the world and within
ourselves. Taoism further states that nature has everything decided in order. All
we are to do is to follow it. Look for example. You could not choose the family you
were born in. Or the religion you are practicing. Or the school you go to. Or the
limitations or opportunities that come with your background. Just like nature take
care of every event through an intelligent design so will that take care of you.
Important thing is: are you doing what is needed or that which will make you
seem as doing well.
Truth be told ,we never value our strengths. And always work hard to become like
someone else. And when hard work doesn't deliver results we cry. To play as
sportingly as the boy next door. Or to crack an entrance as gracefully as a peer
does. Or to do something that someone else tells you would look fine. All of it just
to get the tag of doing well.
Forget about yourself. The older generation is dying from the same disorder.
The thing of doing well.
And hey trust me if you are ever caught in that yarn, you are doing bad. Because
that idea of doing well wasn't yours anyway.
So I go back to the question I had begun with. Are you doing well? And are you
doing well as per your version of doing well? Perhaps you have an answer now!
Kudos! You have set out on a beautiful league.

Shanu Kumar
ISC 2020
First year student,
Shri Ram College of Commerce,
University of Delhi
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They mocked me as they passed by,
The life inside me was about to die
The pain was too much to bear,
The path was covered with fog,so drear.
There was no support
Neither a hand,
Lost in the unknown,
No footprints no sand,
But then, from somewhere, a spark of light was seen.
And my focus turned sharp,
I had found a warrior inside me,
A storehouse of bravery.
A wildfire inside me,
I cannot be subjected to slavery,
Soon, I realised, there was no path to be shown,
We need to help ourselves, we are the army alone.

ILLUSTRATED BY
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APEKSHA KUMAR
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HEATH LEDGER'S
DIVE INTO HIS DARK FATE

The Joker, people find that character so
fascinating! So did the 28 year old, Australian
actor with amazing talent, Heath Andrew
Ledger. He was ready to play the character as
soon as he was offered he had always been a
fan of the character. But who knew that The
Joker would cost him his life at such a young
age.
;

He had once said in an interview that The
Joker s character was too powerful, even for
the one who played it. Being a method actor,
he lived like The Joker that made him take a
lot of medication and drugs to relieve his
anxiety. The Joker is a character projecting a
psychopath that gets his madness from his
tragic past.
’

Heath passed away on 22nd January in the year 2008, before his movie, in
which he played the Joker, The Dark Knight was released. The movie was in
the middle of being edited.
‘

’

He died because of an overdose of prescription medications including
painkillers, anti anxiety drugs and sleeping pills. The police say that according
to his father, Heath s last words were, You can t mix drugs that you don t
know anything about. He then said, Katie, Katie, I ll be fine.
-

’

”

”

“

’

’

’

”

After the release of his movie, People appreciated his amazing acting skills
and he also won the Oscar for The Best Supporting Actor. He was not there to
receive the award so it was Christopher Nolan who accepted the award on
Heath s behalf.
’

Heath used to play roles in
Australian television in the 1990’s
before he moved to The United
States of America in 1998 to
improve his film career. For Heath,
playing The Joker was a dream
come true, but now some
think that it was nothing more than a nightmare because Jack Nicholson
who played the character in the year 1989, had warned him before he
could say yes to the character. Jack was furious that he wasn’t consulted
about the creepy role. After Heath passed away, Jack stated, “I had
warned him.”
Today his words haunt us- “You either die a hero, or you live long enough
to become a villain in their eyes

Abhishek Mendiratta
CLASS- 10A

illustration By;
Tanisha Behra
CLASS- 12B

Heath left behind his daughter,
Matilda Ledger, Who is now twelve
years old and resembles her father
a lot.

BTS? The biggest boy band/band/group?" I confirmed, eyes gleaming with pride.
"Yeah. The over-rated group of boys, been hearing quite a lot about them recently,
I honestly do not understand what the hype is about," he said looking away with
noticeable disinterest.
"Over-rated. Hype." I repeated, softly. Déja Vu, I thought to myself.
"Convince me otherwise, why don't you?" he said, eyes narrowing, lips relaxing
into a rather hateful smile.
"The cold, obscure, undirected winds.

The distinctly dark nights.
The inky daylights.
The path, unwelcoming, but walkable.
Hope, though a weak adhesive, held them through.
Minds, spoiled by the seemingly dazzling aftermath.
The path, unwelcoming, but walkable.
The obdurate darkness lingered
But gave up, succeeded by brilliant, utopic light.
The path, still unwelcoming, but walkable." I began, wearing the purest and most

affectionate smile on my face.
"It started with seven determined musicians, Kim Nam-joon, Min Yoon-gi, Jung Hoseok, Kim Seok-jin, Park Ji-min, Kim Tae-hyung and Jeon Jungkook, sharing one
bedroom. Their label, Big Hit, a small company within an industry ruled by the ‘big
three’ of SM, YG and JYP Entertainment. So despite the band’s meteoric rise, they
made their debut as underdogs, on June 13, 2013.
The light at the end of the tunnel: Accomplishments
Fast forward to 5th May, 2015 -"And the award goes to 'I Need U' by Bangtan
Sonyeondan (Bulletproof Boy Scouts)!" the MTV show host called out. The seven boys
jumped in disbelief on their first win, their tears no longer finding refuge in their eyes.
From earning their first Billboard 200 entry at No 171 with 'The Most Beautiful Moment
in Life, Part' 2 in 2015 to debuting on Number 1 on Billboard's Hot 100 charts, with 'Life
goes on' in 2020, they have set and broken innumerable records. BTS' latest single

Dynamite garnered 101.1 million views on YouTube in a mere 24 hours, breaking
the record for most views obtained in 24 hours by a music video. It also debuted on
Number one on Billboard s Hot 100 charts for three consecutive weeks. Not only this,
from acquiring the rubric of the top social artist in 2017 to living up to it until 2020 in
addition to being nominated for The Grammys, BTS paved the way.
'

'

’

To shine like the sun you must burn like it
The journey, to this high, in BTS life, has indubitably not been very pleasant.
From being eliminated from significant broadcasts and shows, to becoming the
reason for people watching the shows and broadcasts.
From being ridiculed by show hosts, to show hosts going bonkers at the sight of them.
It s been a long journey.
From the rap line being disrespectfully criticized for wearing make up, to rappers
replicating their fashion sense.
It s been a long journey.
From being persistently accused of plagiarism of the lyrics, to the world dropping their
jaws at the concept of their songs.
It s been a long journey.
From being derided by the people, to being invited by the peoples at the United
Nations.
It s been a long journey.
From being disregarded and strongly secluded, to having been compassionately
accepted and loved my millions from all across the globe.
It s been a long journey.
In a lot of ways, BTS had to work harder in order to be noticed and gain recognition,
the fairly existent xenophobia, playing the prince.
It s incredible, you say, the rapid climb of Bangtan Boys, right to the top. There exists
no way right to the top. To choose to not give up, when you are broken down, on the
ground, is what it takes to reach right to the top. It takes BTS to be BTS. Yes, there are
key reasons why BTS is written on the sky, them being:
'

'

'

'

-

-

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

Their performances: Examining closely, the way they put their blood sweat and tears
in every live recorded song, their relentless hard work, their indomitable will, the
precision cannot be concealed. Dance prowess and stage presence perhaps plays a
greater role than the actual euphony. Breath taking choreography in flashy music
videos coupled with extravagant concerts and world tours all have played a
substantial role in BTS rise.
'

'

/

-

’

Emotional Resonance: Music transcends languages , says the leader of the group. It is
fairly true. A vital cause for BTS success is that their songs have central themes
relevant to the masses. Their message on self love, confidence and body positivity
'

'

'

-
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resonates best with the people of this generation. Their emphasis on 'speaking our
truth', 'being yourself', and 'loving yourself for who you are' is immensely admired for
they are idols who lead by example, they are idols who make us believe, that our voice
is heard.
Fandom: The constant adulation of fans has played a huge role in the increasing
relevance of BTS and K-pop as a whole. It is no secret that BTS has a distinct emotional
connect with their fans, popularly termed as 'Army'. BTS' fan base is considered one of
the most devoted in all of popular music. It's their thing to be extraordinarily humble
and it's 'Army's' job to be boasting-ly triumphant. It would be only fair if I said BTS is
synonymous to anti depression pills. They make Armys feel a kind of way we Armys
admire. Loving them has led me to love myself/accept myself the way I always should
have. The incessant love and care they shower their fans with, never failing to mention
Army in any of their endeavours, never failing to let their fans know how loved they
are, never failing to thank Armys for their little efforts, overwhelms us. BTS, is not justanother-boy-band. They are our home, a place where we go to take things off our
shoulders. We are a giant family and 'We are, we are together, BULLETPROOF'.” I
completed catching my breath and evaluating the swap in his expressions and
emotions.
He shifted his gaze from my little, exhausted smile, to the wooden picture frame of the
Bangtan Boys embracing one another on the wall behind, eased his pursed lips and
began, "I'd say over-rated is not the word. And, it certainly isn't ‘hype’; it's the ‘love’." He
smiled and looked away.
I stood there, showing off the age old smile, thinking to myself, "Déja Vu." :)
Soumya Singh
CLASS- 10A

rSLE…
A disease so unknown that I didn t even know about it until I contracted it. An autoimmune
disease caused when the immune system attacks its own tissues. It can affect the joints, skin,
kidneys, blood cells, brain, heart and lungs.
'

I struggled with fever, fatigue, stomach ache and a lot more. Tata Motors hospital diagnosed
my condition. My ICSE examinations had started. The astonishing part was that there are no
Rheumatologists in Jharkhand to treat SLE. The only option was to run to CMC, Vellore as
soon as possible.
For a mother to see her daughter vomiting blood, unable to move any joint, rather struggling
to survive is really dreadful. But…Mothers can move mountains I was rushed to Vellore
forfeiting my board exams which I must admit was a bitter pill to swallow. Having worked for
ten years to take an examination and not being able to attempt it certainly is not an easy
reality to accept but that s what it is, REALITY. It is there regardless of whether we choose to
accept it or not. Not being able to sit for my ICSE exams was one of the many harsh things I
had to face and I realized that understanding the situation plus wholeheartedly accepting
the truth, helped me deal with my condition in a much better way .
;

'

;
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ONE in A MILLION is what the doctors exclaimed. So my diagnosis now according to
CMC is SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHROMATOSUS, LUPUS NEPHRITIS CLASS 3. In
simple terms, it means that along with my skin and some organs my kidney is also
damaged, actually, it is just a stage before kidney failure. You will be surprised to know
that there is no specific reason for this disease, no specific cure, research is still going
on and the doctors don t even know if it is completely curable or not. So I was treated
with steroids. Returning with a bag full of medicines, just a day before lockdown
started, was quite lucky I would say!
“

”

-

'

The medicines do have side effects but had no other option but to accept it bravely. I
did lose my hair but never lost my self confidence. Some may remark that I am trying
to brag about my brave stance but the truth is, I faced all the circumstances with a
SMILE and will continue to do so.
Life is uncertain. Not everything is in our control but as long as we are with the right
people, we can handle anything. With the support of my family, Principal ma am,
teachers, friends and all my well wishers I am fighting the battle with oodles of hope. I
shall overcome!
-

'

-

If you do not embrace uncertainty, it turns into fear but if you accept it, it turns into
increased liveliness, alertness, and creativity. You can fight all diseases if you stay
healthy physically and mentally.
So never quit! Live every moment of the day! Enjoy your life!
Tell yourself in the face of adversity that this too shall pass…just like I do.

Aastha
CLASS 10D
-

Ah...I just love gazing at the stars! Have you ever looked up at the inky bed of stars above?
Have you ever felt the gentle breeze giving a motherly kiss on your forehead? I have felt it.
Every night I head to my terrace to pin all my hopes onto the massive blackboard above me.
Like a warm, beaded blanket enveloping the earth as if in an eternal embrace, on the misty
winter night, the sky presents a spectacular view! It takes away all my pains and leaves me
smiling.
Every night the curtain of clouds parts, revealing the various characters on the stage of the
sky. The arrogant moon seems to be boasting of its beauty, claiming to be the ruler of the
sky, but a ruler is nothing without his subjects. So is the sky, incomplete, without the stars
which look like a myriad sugar cubes scattered recklessly on a black tile.
When I feel tired of the cosmetic world and its razzmatazz, its artificial light of love and hope,
devoid of a single drop of originality, I choose to find solace in the company of the stars.
These tiny heavenly lamps appear like glitter dust, a perfect ten! They never fail to cheer me
up by drawing patterns and inscriptions on the shadowed canvas. When my day lacks
harmony, it fills in a lot, in the form of a song for the eyes. I have befriended the stars, they
now whisper melodies that ears cannot hear but eyes can behold. The serene atmosphere is
sometimes disturbed by the noisy aero planes which fly beyond the clouds with their
scintillating lights.

;
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The sky renews its starry patterns and constellations and I notice...it feels like unboxing a
new gif tor setting out on a new adventurous ride! It is a pleasure to watch the shooting
stars... I know they are not stars but I still make a wish... isn’t it a wonder to fathom that
galaxies tumble and dart...and that the cosmos is abuzz with activities some of which we
have explanations to and some are still inexplicable. Whenever I sit beneath this infinite
stretch of humbleness and eternal space of gratitude I forget the entire burden of the
world and get lost under its canopy. The tiny bullets of white guide me through the maze
of cotton to reach the destination of my imagination. The bliss of solitude which I
experience under this huge umbrella, cannot be expressed in words!

NAME - Asmita Paul
CLASS - 10

MY

My pet dog s name is TYSON. He is a
German shepherd. TYSON has been
with me for the last two years. He is fond
of us. He is just like my younger brother
and an important member of our family.
He loves to eat meat and rice .He is a
very playful and faithful pet dog. After I
play with him I wash his whole body
with soap and water. It barks when he
sees a new person but does not bite
them.
He is trustworthy and obedient. I take
him for a walk every day. I share all my
secrets with him. I love my TYSON very
much.
'
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Now that the entire human race is acting
selfish, it is difficult to find a faithful
friend. I believe owning a pet as Tyson,
is a stroke of luck indeed since his
presence adds colour, vibrancy and love
to my life.

NAME Genesis Rose Daniel
CLASS 6D
-

-

If you can run fast,
Run to achieve success
But do not ruin other s lives.
’

If you can ignite,
Light a candle
But do not burn other s hearts.
'

If you want to develop something,
Develop a positive attitude
But do not spread negativity around you.

NAME Kanishka Kumari
CLASS 6C
–

-
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Spontaneously answering questions when asked and submitting our
assignments when required are ways to demonstrate effort. At the same time, this
new cosmetic solution in the form of online classes demands that the teachers
display great patience and understanding as well.
The physical absence of fellow students and teachers, lack of competition are
factors that paralyze the students and not only miserably destroy the competitive
spirit of a student but also impair their ability to actively participate. Not to
mention the several harmful effects the mobile screen has to offer. The pandemic
has badly hit the students, so they must rise to the occasion and do as directed by
their teachers during online classes. Wishing the teachers at the beginning and
end of every session, switching on the video and unmuting themselves when
required are a few rules all students must observe. Raising the virtual hand before
intercepting the teacher s lecture, using the chat box to only communicate with
the host, sitting at a study table to attend classes, not switching to other websites
while the lecture is on are basic netiquettes.
As the lock down of schools presents an incomprehensible and inconvenient
situation, an adequate amount of understanding on the teachers side and
adherence to norms by the students can harmonize the situation and work
wonders.
Tough times call for tough measures. If Netiquettes are ingrained into our culture
we can reimagine Education!
'

'

NAME Meghana Srivastava
CLASS 10
-

–

"Information is the oil of the 21st century, and analytics is the combustion
engine”
--

Peter Sondergaard, Senior Vice President, Gartner.

In the ancient and medieval ages, the first and foremost way of transporting
goods from one foreign land to another was through Shipping. Import and Export
heavily relied on the Maritime Industry and so, diplomatic trade monopolies were
maintained over various sea routes by world Empires, eventually forming their
navy and naval warships.
The age of Discovery further propelled the European ships to search for new
trade routes and undiscovered lands, leading to European Expansion and
African, Asian and American colonization.
The main factor behind all this was oil, which was the sole fuel and acted as a
propellant for these ships. In a similar way, the Industrial revolution that began in
England and spread to various parts of the world. This led to the setting up of
various industries that had machinery that banked on effective usage of oil. It is
notable that OIL became the major source of power.
Oil ruled the roost in the 15th century and continues to do so even today,
however, it is worth observing that the focus of the world is shifting towards
DATA, since data is the new fuel for today’s technological times.
Data, in simple terms, is a collection of facts and figures that has been translated
into a form that a machine can process it.
From mid-20th century to early-21st century, industries started heavily relying on
well collected and analyzed data. The earliest forms were simple bar graphs, pie
charts and tabular data. As the application of mathematics further progressed, the
scientific study of data numbers formed an altogether different branch of
mathematics called Statistics.

Graphs helped companies predict the
growth of their organization, whether
the curve is linear or increasing
exponentially data analysis could help
one gauge it all.
As time progressed, data started to be
fed into machines as 0 and 1 binary
numbers , which further advanced into
complex machine codes forming the
early operating softwares. After the
advent of the technological boom and
tech enthusiasts taking over, advanced
systems started pouring in and
companies started taking the shape of
tech giants in and around the Silicon
Valley.
(

)
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Development of personal computer
systems, mobile phones, smart phones,
smart watches, laptops are all results of
serious data collection and analysis over
the years by teams of tech experts. AI
powered automobiles, self driven cars,
flying cars, personal AI assistants are not
distant dreams anymore. Data is
transforming the fields of Entertainment,
hospitality, shopping infact the digital
economy is fuelled by data. Earlier the
wealthiest countries were those that
possessed resources like oil, now data
steers the economy, the more data you
have the more dominant you are as a
nation. World affairs and politics is also
influenced by this factor.
-

;

As of now, life without gadgets, social media, search engines and AI-laden
appliances seem impossible. Data acts like a super expensive asset in this
digital economy, an aid to smooth functioning of private, local and
government organizations.
Besides the advantages, oil and data have a fair share of disadvantages too.
Just as oil drilling from Earth’s natural lands is bad for the environment and oil
spills on sea causes immense damage to aquatic life, data espionage and
personal data collection disturb the digital equilibrium too.
Tech giants collect personal data of clients for enhancing the searchability,
like preferences, videos watched, search history, email addresses, passwords
and usernames to name a few. Usually the data collected through crowd
sourcing is meant to be private but there have been instances when data of
millions of users were leaked, highlighting how data is being weaned out
without our knowledge. Hacking the bank card details by a mere message or
a random call and gaining access to people’s accounts is on the rise. Cyberbullying and online blackmailing drive the youth into sheer distress.
Data is responsible for modernizing the world and making our lives more
comfortable with each passing day. As the world gravitates towards data from
oil, the dark and gloomy side of data must be managed because
advancements in data are undoubtedly worth the effort.

NAME - Arihant Kumar
CLASS - 12 C

Why I Love

Music, I believe, is a way of expressing thoughts and ideas in the most
sublime way. It transcends cultural boundaries and has the power to deliver
heartfelt messages. It translates the very language of the heart.
Music has helped many to overcome difficulties and challenges that appear
along life s journey. It can be described as an integral part of society, an
expression of one s innermost emotions and a stamp of everlasting memories.
’

'

Let us admit…all of us have our favourite artists and the biggest reason behind
our otherwise inexplicable love for them is that we can connect to their songs.
So…different bands are known for their unique or signature styles, and Pink
Floyd happens to be one of those elite groups.
The name itself suggests something specific: an elastic, echoing, mind
bending sound that resonates in the hearts and minds of many. Their songs
explore various important aspects of human emotions and life itself, which
helps people relate to their songs.
-

The band was formed in London in 1965 by four young and brilliant minds
who shared a common passion for music. This magical and amazing musical
journey of Pink Floyd began when Syd Barrett joined a band of students from
the Polytechnic Institute of Architecture of the British capital, to replace a
singer named Chris Dennis. The group was called The Tea Set, and it
included Nick Mason, Roger Waters, Richard Wright and Bob Klose. The band
was enjoying moderate success, in London in the late sixties. Later on Barret
proposed the name Pink Floyd. The name was derived from the given names
of two blues musicians whose Piedmont blues records Barrett had in his
collection, Pink Anderson and Floyd Council.
‘

’

Although the band had produced a few
singles but none of them was a success.
They shot to international fame after the
release of their new album The Dark Side of
the Moon in the year 1973 which sold 45
million copies worldwide, becoming the
then third best selling album.
Of all their concept albums The Dark Side of
the Moon resonated the strongest with the
people, earning new audience year after
year, decade after decade. After such a
huge hit the band came to be recognized
by their sonic signature which was evident
in most of their songs. The band later went
on to produce a few more albums such as
Wish You Were Here 1975 ,Animals
1977 ,The Wall 1979 , The Division Bell
ILLUSTRATED BY
TANISHA BEHERA
1994 , Pulse 1995 and a few more. Of
CLASS 12 B
these their ninth studio album Wish You
Were Here 1975 and the fourteenth studio
album The Division Bell 1994 were a
massive success.
Why I love Pink Floyd? Can t really put
a finger on any one reason actually.
Ummm...I like them for their ability to
stay relevant across four decades. The
band notched an international status
because of its pure genius. When it
came to lyrics, matters pertaining to
the head and the heart, nostalgia, ego,
war, madness, narcissism, and society
were prominent central ideas of their
albums. I enjoy their music because it
is timeless!
-

(

(

)

(

)

(

(

)

)

;

)

-

(

)

(

)
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NAME Animesh Patra
CLASS 10 A
-

-

The pebble you found on the roadside,
Was once a small piece of rock
Lying on the mountainside!
Then came the rain and washed it away
And it met a bird on its way.
The bird picked up the pebble,
And dropped it into the river,
The water was cold
I m sure it would have
made it shiver!
’

The little waves of the river
Made it tumble and jump,
And it came down again
With a BUMP!

ILLUSTRATED BY
KAUSHALENDRA PRATAP
CLASS 9D

It enjoyed its trip
On the meandering river path,
Watching the trees so tall,
The sky so pristine blue,

;

-

And then came,
The huge waterfall
And it was lost in the deluge,
Even before it knew!

It slid down,
And whom did it find?
The vast sea...
The tired pebble,
Wanted to reach
The sandy beach.
So the sea cradled it for a while,
Then gently bade it
goodbye.
And the pebble
Reached the land so dry.
The children ran to it
In order to be its friend,
But the pebble s story
Didn t come to an end.
’

’

A child picked it up
To take it home,
But on his way,
His parents asked him
To throw the pebble away.
And that is how
You found it here,
On the roadside.
Did you know
It had a story too,
Before I told you?

NAME – AMISHI
CLASS - 7B

Oft I dream
With a beautiful gleam
In my mind s eye…
Of the far away hills
Rivers hurtling down them
And travelling for miles
’

Oft I dream
Of flowers in full bloom.
Being playfully teased by the showers
From the heaven above.
Also I hear a melodious tune
Especially in the month of June,
And earnestly I try to trace its origin
When I do not succeed
I simply grin.
;

ILLUSTRATED BY
KAUSHALENDRA PRATAP
CLASS 9D
;

-

But when slowly the night melts
And the morning quells
The darkness
My dream comes to an end.

NAME - Ishan Pathak
CLASS - 6D

ILLUSTRATED BY;
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Thank You for everything you have blessed me with!
You must be wondering why I am writing this letter to
you. As if my daily prayers and wishes were not
enough that I have another wish ready... The daily
prayers that I chant, sincerely sing and hopefully
express, I know only you can fulfill.
Today, I wish to convey something else. I am writing
this letter to express my gratitude. Apart from my
existence, there are several things in my life that I am
grateful for.
I would like to thank you for showering me with all
your blessings. My mother seems to be your
incarnation, she is tender and loving. My father who is
my support system is nothing but a gift from you. I
cannot thank you enough for the affection my family
members have for me. They inspire me to be virtuous.
Thank you for my life, I do not express it enough but I
am so thankful for everything that I am blessed with.

NAME - Avish Ashray
CLASS - 6C

ILLUSTRATED BY
DHRUMIL PATRA,
CLASS 9D
;

-

It is past twelve and the entire city is
sleeping. I am a corpse burner awake, still
at work. My father was a corpse burner
too. I did not choose this profession
willingly but was forced into it. Though
we are treated as untouchables and not
granted a normal living, I do my duty and
have no vengeance against the society. I
drink to drown out the putrid odor of the
bodies. During this pandemic I have seen
it all ...dead bodies coming in bulks,
bodies of men, women, pregnant ladies,
even infants all wrapped in a plastic bag.
Their relatives cannot even come to see
the deceased for one last time. Destiny
has chosen me to shoulder this
unhallowed task.

Since the pandemic I am living in the fear that my aged parents, my wife must
not get infected because of me. I am yet to cradle my newborn. I know my
daughter will not be granted normal life as well, still I do my duty. My hands
tremble when I handle these infected bodies. I exhaust myself with the
expectation that the society will accept me some day. I stand between
Masaan and Moksha . I grant people their Sadgati .
‘

’

‘

’

NAME - Dhrumil Patra
CLASS - 9D

‘

’

A TRIBUTE
TO SANITATION
WORKERS

India, the land that taught the world the essence of spiritualism and that Truth
is God and God is beautiful Satyam Shivam Sundaram , is not only a land that
Mother Nature has blessed with beauty but peace as well. However, a place as
ethereal as India is one of the most polluted places on Earth and it is shocking
to see the behavioural aberration of the people living here. We like to keep our
houses clean but hardly care about the consequences of keeping it clean.
Then, it becomes the responsibility of the sanitation workers to keep our
surroundings clean.
(

)

;
-
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Sanitation workers are indeed the unsung warriors of the COVID 19 Pandemic
and one cannot thank them enough for their dedicated service to the society
and this nation. Can we imagine the progress of our nation without the support
of these five million workers who risk their lives to clean the streets, dump and
lift garbage and do everything needed to maintain hygiene? Hence, during a
crisis when we are hit by a pandemic, it is hard to ignore their noble, relentless
efforts and their struggle to protect us from unwanted hazards. However, it is
painful to see those who are presenting us with a clean surrounding, living in
the shadow of fear.
-

They are just like us, like our brothers and sisters and they want us to
acknowledge their hard work and accept them as an integral part of our
society. Just a verbal thank you is not enough now, we must do our part to
reduce their burden. A little awareness, proper disposal of wastes, not littering
the roads and reducing the usage of plastic can actually make their lives, a little
less complicated. They do not want us to sing a song for them or dedicate a
day to them, but expect us to have a little compassion for them. So, I am doing
my bit and that is my tribute to them.

Name- Rushil Kumar
Class- 9 D

Pledge your Eyes
The only thing worse than being blind is having sight but no vision, said
Helen Keller. It is us, the fortunate ones who must have the vision to help all
people in this world, to see the mesmerizing beauty of the rising sun, the
twinkling stars at night, the serene smile of the Moon.
Yes, I consider myself fortunate that I can appreciate the icing on my
Birthday Cake just because I can see it.
Eyes are the sensory organs. It gives us a visual understanding of the space
around us. It allows us to enjoy the world around us in all its colourful glory.
However there are certain people who are not able to see this beauty of the
world either because they are born with a visual impairment or an accident
causes them to lose this ability.
According to a WHO report published in 2010, globally 285 million people
suffer from visual challenges. Of these 285 million, 246 million suffer from
low vision while remaining 39 million suffer from blindness. Of the total
number of the visually impaired and blind people in the world 82 and
65 respectively are over 50 years of age. In South East Asia which
includes India over 48 thousand people per million suffer from visual
impairment while over 43 thousand per million suffer from blindness.
“

”

'

'

%

-
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In India we have an estimated 46 million people with corneal blindness that is
curable through corneal transplantations.
Can there be a better deed than donating the eye after we are gone, so that
somebody can see the beginning of a new day? When the world is fighting a
horrific battle against an invisible enemy, let us make it a better place to live.
Let us give hope to people that after all we are the ones created by God in his
own image. And hence, When God said, “Let there be light”, let there be light for
all. Let us pledge our eyes.

NAME – Stuti Sengupta
CLASS - 8 A

I know a scientist
To me he seems strange
Who has built a lab
In the Himalayan range.

;

He wants to travel through time,
And gather facts in his prime.
In his laboratory,
There is a very strange flask.
There are gigantic computers
And things about which I do not ask.
He spends his days at the computer,
At night he gazes at the planets,
Especially Jupiter.
His lab has weird looking prototypes
Which emit strange, disturbing vibes.
Finally he created a time machine
Wishing to see
What nobody else had ever seen.
He pushed several buttons
And jumped on to it with a start.
The machine began to shake
And exploded with a blast.
His coat got scorched
As it had caught fire.
He connected his machine
with a wire

ILLUSTRATED BY
KAUSHALENDRA PRATAP
CLASS 9D
;

-

To his computer
And got to know
His mistake.
Having rectified it,
He entered time s flow.
Backward movement would take him to the past
So he started walking forward very fast.
’

He opened the wormhole into the future
And stepped into the unknown
To observe people s nature.
’

People he could find there none,
And as he looked up at the sun,
He saw flying near and far,
Bikes, copters and some cars.
Nothing over there stood on land.
His watch suddenly rang
He hurriedly looked at his hand.
It was time for him to leave
The strange world
Which he had just started to perceive.

NAME -Kaushalendra Pratap
Class – 9D

Waking up early in the morning
To the wedge of sunlight
Streaming in through the window,
I felt blessed
To witness
The morning glow.
I heard the chirping of sparrows
And the melody of cuckoos,
I saw the cheerful green leaves
Dancing in the cool breeze.
And then my eyes
Caught sight of the flowers
Of different kinds,
Blooming in earthen pots,
Soothing my mind.
The rich smell
And pleasant fragrance
Of trees, leaves and flowers,
All seemed to be waiting for me.
But I did not go out
As I was not free.
Danger lurked outside
A virus had crept into our lives
Spreading negative vibes.
So I looked at the leaves
And the glistening dew.
Utilized my days at home
And started anew.
Soaking in nature s beauty,
Listening to the babbling brooks
Gazing at the cotton wool clouds.
’

;
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For sometime
Let us all stay inside.
May be...this is God s way to chide.
For it is time, we realize
That nature needs healing too.
'

NAME Rudra
CLASS 6D
-

-
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Amidst the frondescence of the forest,
Lay the aureate Sun
Accentuating the hue of every
Feeling and thought.
A scent so serene, of the flowers,
That it made it seem irresistible
For the queer traveller
And he wished to explore it more.

For a solivagant traveller he was,
A drop of hope was what he needed
He was lost and befuddled,
Overwhelmed with emotions, in distress,
He encountered a sense of orphic happiness
And a dew of woe at the same time.
Little did he know that soon,
The lit way would be unveiled.
ILLUSTRATED BY
PRITY KAUR
CLASS 8A
-

;

But the traveller had his plan,
He looked for another,
Unusual and impossible way
To escape the predictable path.
And be different!
Henceforth, I shall aspire to be extraordinary too!
Just like the fearless, queer traveller.

NAME Apeksha Kumar
CLASS 8B
-

-
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MIND
VALE

Unannounced guests?
After dinner you should have seen how the shoulders of the women of the house
sagged as the kitchen was in an apocalyptic mess! Dirty utensils, splattered curry, onion
peels were all over the kitchen slab and sink, yet from the living room rang a male voice
demanding two cups of tea.
Leisure is not for women it seems. It is an unwritten rule. Women chop, clean, sweep,
dry, wash cook and serve. Justification of this domestic drudgery? It is her duty because
what can be more important than running the house and raising children? There is no
country where household work or more appropriately unpaid care giving is shouldered
equally by men and women.
In India these lopsided gender roles have been normalized to such an extent that
suggesting otherwise would be frowned upon by many including women .It must not
come as a surprise when Indian Labour Organisation projects that this is the main cause
of poor participation of women in labour force.
(

)

With so much work at hand at home, women in India continue to leave the paid labour
force in droves the pandemic has only worsened the situation because families are now
at home and are more demanding than ever.
;

In the latest round of assembly elections some parties promised salaries for household
work leading to a welcome debate on considering women s household work as
valuable service. The corollary questions here would be What s fair compensation?
Who will pay? Will it lead to a greater sense of entitlement among men or would it lead
to more people opting for paid housework?
’

– “

’

”

Household work certainly needs an image makeover stripped off the gender
stereotyping it has received for years now. The media must showcase a man in the
kitchen not as a superhero but as a normal guy putting dinner on the table.
I think the noisy salary debate does little to hide, the lack lustre attitude of policy makers
towards bridging the disparity between the two genders. We do not even have a
pandemic recovery plan to help women who are even more affected than men. So you
see The Great Indian Kitchen raises many questions and ….the answers are yet to come.
Let not the female ambition be quelled by patriarchy. Let not the flavours and aromas of
your kitchen hide the putrid practice of thwarting the dreams of women!

NAME Tannu
CLASS 12B
-

-

WHO IS HE ?
The Universe, to my mind is no different from a corporate company, our lives are like jobs, God is the
CEO and people have been slotted into various departments as employees. If our actions are sincere
and we follow the righteous path, we get to a pay cheque. When our reputation gets besmirched, more
often than not, we visit the HR cabins read: temples, churches, mosques, synagogues and other
places of worship . You explain your grievances and expect a quick redressal.
(

)

When you get hoodwinked into being a victim of an arachnid s web of what we call corporate politics,
you complain about your job read: life being unfair. When you do something exponentially beneficial
for the others you get an appraisal, miracles in our lives is God rewarding and recognising your good
deeds.
'

(

)

Ambitions are baked in gourmet canteens. Positive strokes from superiors are like a warm sip of filter
coffee.
Ever since I started speaking, I have seen people falling to their knees in front of stone idols, either
apologizing or seeking divine intervention to improve the state of affairs. I do not get it, for, why would
God the CEO bestow upon us, his employees, everything that we need from the heavens above. Has
he not provided us with all the resources on this earth itself? Can we not fend for ourselves?
Pardon me for writing in a stream of consciousness, but as I eyeball my city, I wonder if God too walks
along with us and understands how it feels to travel on pot holed roads and narrow alleys that jolt
trucks and buses. I wonder if he too has experienced twilights diffused through a Sycamore and
flyovers shading over the busiest streets. Does he know, under some of these flyovers, dwell the
homeless?
Does he too take delight in watching skies aglow with the setting star that reddens like a shy bride on
her wedding dusk, peeking through the clouds? Did he ever watch, an arms wide open Emma Watson
standing on a pickup truck with iridescent lights passing by or Elvis Presley singing a magical number?
Does he understand it is no easy a job to balance the spheres of work and family perfectly? Did he ever
hear the dissonant cacophony of birds on one side of a window pane and flying curses of household
arguments on the other? Does he behold the encrypted beauty in broken childhood toys or sway to
the hypnotic, low timbre music? What about tea in earthen cups and toddlers sailing paper boats in
puddles after a heavy downpour? Does he really watch depressed people staring at the gyrating
ceiling fans of their houses? Has he ever watched heartbreaks by the tramlines?
He is the CEO who knows a few, hears about a few more, but is completely oblivious about the rest.
The employee must work his way up the hierarchical pyramid to meet the CEO. Every time I look down
from a height, I fail to recognize every person on the lane and this reminds me that it is futile to try to
impress as well as blame him all the time for our own dramas unfolding in front our very own eyes. Isn t
it more satisfying to keep doing what we are supposed to do? As the clouds pass by, muffled voices
around him become white wreaths of nothings and only the silent prayers stay back.
-

-

-

-

'

NAME Koyel Das
CLASS 10 C
-

-

Birds
High up on the branch,
See the birds perched.
Their melodious songs,
Make our hearts skip along.
Doves are birds of peace
Inspire us to be kind and serene
The little sparrows are symbols
Of joy and protection.
We Indians are full of love and affection.

ILLUSTRATED BY
MANSI RASHMI
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;

The proud peacocks with their beautiful feathers
Ask us to stop fighting and be together.
The tailor bird weaves its nest like a genius,
Life without a goal is meaningless.
The Royal parrot, the bird with intelligence,
Motivates us to move forward with confidence.
So let us be like these birds,
And soar high into the sky,
Exploring its limitless expanse

NAME Ankita Sharma
CLASS 7C
-

–

The road to travel lies miles away,
Where by the sunshine they make merry hay.
Longing to befriend the traveller lone,
By nightfall, twinkling stars the skies adorn.
Can we proceed all night and day?
Spread joys gather experiences all along the way.
Let us lose ourselves to the roads beautiful and bright,
Travelling miles to our heart s delight.
Count your blessings as you proceed,
The world has too much to offer indeed!
;

'

ILLUSTRATED BY
PRITY KAUR
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-
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NAME Adrita Biswas
CLASS 7C
-

-

R E A D IN G IS FU N
Reading is fun,
It sure is
Under the bright morn sun
Or in the evening breeze.
;

Books take us to a fantasy world,
Where there is
A chocolate lake that sparkles and swirls
Where ballerinas and pretty ladies twirl!

;

And then you discover the magic of words,
Both long and short
Flutter in flight like beautiful birds
Chase dreams as horses trot.
;

Books my friends
In times as these,
Are a whole new world
Of hope and peace.

NAME Adrita Biswas
Class 7C
-

–

M I R T H
B E Y O N D
G R I E F
Yes, the pain is distressing,
And the harrowing situation agonizing.
Yes, our lives have changed!
A vicious beast is snatching away lives.
A beast? Or a deadly, sinister disease
Ssh!! Hold on, stay at home, please!!
Our roads and streets are all desolate,
Meeting loved ones is now a distant dream,
The tumultuous crowd is slithering back home.
But then, that is our fate!
Enveloped in crisis that we all hate.
However, we are together – united.
Wiping the bitter tears that we shed.
People are closer now, despite the distance,
Let us hold on with persistence.
The walls of our homes may seem confining
And, I agree, it may seem tiring.
This uninvited guest travelling the world
Deadly monster, like a ball, it is curled.
Shut your nests and disallow its entry
Shh!! Hold on, Stay at home, please!!
And although this pandemic has brought along
An impending sense of dread
It will soon pass by.
Have faith in the Almighty
His existence is not a lie.
Consider it a game of hide and seek,
Ssh!! Hold on, Stay at home, please!!

NAME - Tanya Sharma
Class - 7B

Without you Mom, where would I be?
Through thick and thin, you are there for me.
A heavenly gleam is always in your eyes,
With your love, you strengthen my life.
You raise me up, so I can be as good as I can,
And teach me all you know,
so that I can do my tasks with great élan
You are always strong despite all the stress I cause,
You are always willing to put your wishes on pause.
So, I thank you Mom for always being there for me.
Because without you, Mom where would I be?

;
-
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NAME Debanandi Mishra
Class 4B
-

–

If I could become invisible,
I would sleep or eat all day,
Also play with mud and clay
And freely stay glad and gay.
I would devour chocolates and chips,
Delectable snacks and sumptuous dips.
I would watch T.V throughout the day.
And climb to the top of the garden tree,
To let myself feel delighted and free.
I would roll onto the ground to dirty myself
And visit the puny hairless elf.
And nobody will have anything to say,
When at the end of the day,
I would return all dirty and grimy,
With soiled clothes and face all grubby.
I would not have to take any tiring test
And I would possess all that is the best.

NAME - Biraj Anant Ojha
CLASS - 6 C

In childhood we learn, in age we understand” is a famous adage. Many a
time, young people, have a tendency of not listening to the guidelines
given by adults .The youth is rebellious, sometimes arrogant. Young
people do not know how to reign in their energy to their advantage. They
fail to gauge what is wrong and what is right for them, whereas, adults
have a better understanding of human nature and can judge people well.
They have spent a lifetime observing and working with people. Their
experiences comprise a great deal of setbacks and triumphs so they can
teach us valuable life lessons. The youth should not refuse to hearken to
them and must learn to respect them.
The brashness of the youth can be tempered by the placid wisdom of
adults. While making important decisions like choosing a career we turn to
our parents, uncles and aunts or their experienced friends, seniors,
counsellors or stalwarts for advice.
“

Their sound advice stems from their practical knowledge and power to
reason. They prevent us from making mistakes .So listen to your elders
they are your saviours, your guardian angels!

NAME - APARAJITA
CLASS - 9 B

Today, I wake up to the distant chiming of bells from the snow laden
temples down these stark, white hills – refulgent as the nascent morning
rays of the sun dance on them. A gentle breeze slaps across my ragged
face as I step outside my warm but unkempt hovel to face the world to
whom I bid adieu six years before. My hair-a labyrinth of unused wires and
my eyes-irritatingly red, an evidence of me wailing incessantly yesterday.
Reason unknown.
The bygone days have been strange. My stoic heart seems to be singing
songs of days I had so painfully pushed back into the darkest recesses of
my mind. I shiver when my skin perceives the coldness outside. I look
around and feel absolutely lost. I feel as if I am caught in an imbroglio as I
gaze at the never ending, never moving and yet free chain of these shining
white creatures resting regally with peaks that now shimmer in the
morning light. And then I let myself drop to the frozen ground as my dry
eyes are suddenly a puddle of tears overflowing and out of the thousand
things that I could have summoned myself to do – an atheist –I chose to
join hands. In a way I had so naturally done when I was surrounded by
those beings like me doing the same. Their unwavering faith mocking my
heartlessness as I awaited some miracle that would bring my daughter
who was now a memory. In the days following her death- my angel – I
craved nothing more than non-existence, nothing more than a separation
of whatever I had known till then. And the mountains beckoned me and as
broken as I was, I followed.
However, she came back rushing into my arms the next day and my world
rang with her cherubic laughter. Her nimble fingers wiped my tears as I
held her in my arms. But then suddenly, she pointed with those same soft,
little fingers towards our abode – now probably crumbling. And then….she
disappeared. Just like she was snatched away from me years ago. And I
have not been able to sleep since then.

I sit like that – in that anthropogenic form chanting but my mind hardly
registers the verses, incantations and sentences that come arbitrarily. I
shiver and shiver badly as I am shrouded in white by the soft balls of snow
that have begun to cover the vast acres of land before me. My body
stiffens, my heart stoic once again – the same feeling of nothingness
taking over me when out of all the million sounds – the sweet euphony of
birds, the roaring of the violent storms and the tired, unfeeling movements
of my heart, this misanthropic atheist – abounding in the lap of mountains
hears a tune…music?….unclear and almost an echo but music nonetheless.
And my body gives away, I lie there waiting for my body to stop shivering
and yet strangely happy.
The music, you see, was enough – a calling from something I have been
running away from, the world filled with my angel’s memories and her
laughter. That, you see, is enough to transform me as I struggle to join my
hands in a way I did six years ago and I rise….I rise with a new vigour
straining my eyes to get a glimpse of a world that I had left behind.
Transformed.

NAME - AKSHANSH KUMAR
CLASS - 11

I see them working every day, striving to clean every
nook of the town.
Tidying, sanitizing, working without thinking about
what kind of a future awaits them
They work to keep our surroundings safe from
THAT which may lead them to grave,
But they re brave!
I see them, my heart fills with pride and I whisper into
the void VANDE MATARAM!
;

“

”

’

-

I have never seen them come back home since the
EVIL VIRUS crept into our town,
For days and weeks and months alike, in double
shifts and PPE kits, they ve struggled hard to save
lives
They ve spent their nights comforting those who, in
this crisis, had lost their men
They ve spent their days in hospital wards, not
knowing if they d ever meet their families again!
I feel their agony, my eyes tear up and I whisper into
the void VANDE MATARAM!
“

”

’

;

’

;

’

’

-

I see them every morning as our virtual class begins,
With bright smiles, glowing eyes, such pure beauty
everyday
Their enthusiastic voices and zeal fills the air with so
much glee…
The glee, that hides the sleepless nights they had
spent to learn this new technology,
The glee, that hides the times when they had no way
but to work all day, just to drive our gloom away…
I see their smiles, my mind fills with felicity and I
whisper into the void VANDE MATARAM!
;

-

I see them like shafts of strength, standing along the
town roads,
I see them fighting the merciless Sun
Defending us against the crises is their goal.

NAME APARAJITA
CLASS 8 B
-

-

I see their tender, golden hearts while they feed the
poor, forlorn lot,
I see their emotional, motherly side sheltering the
helpless from the heat…
I see them, my soul fills with joy and I whisper into the
void VANDE MATARAM!
-

I see those responsible men, who do not wear their
masks like a necklace or a beard ,
They who believe in social distancing and stop the
ENEMY from advancing further.
Whose sense of discipline kindles the hope of a better
future
I see them, and every ounce of me whispers into the
void VANDE MATARAM!
‘

“

’

‘

’

”

;

-

VANDE MATARAM, Hail O Mother!
My Mother, who s cradled such fair children,
They ve proved their humanity time and again
They, who are determined to save our souls, have
assembled, O World Behold!
With hearts brimming with kindness and arms that are
strong and ever ready to help, they ve come to our
rescue,
THEY ARE MY MOTHER S CHILDREN!
’

’

;

’

’

NAME MONDRITA CHATTERJEE
CLASS 11
–

-

WELCOME TO MY DREAM CITY

A city to explore,
With secrets unknown,
A fantasy land…
A city of dreams
And fairy lights
A place with beautiful lakes
Gardens, trees and myriad flying kites…
A city where kind people dwell,
A haven where peace reigns,
And all its inhabitants from fear and doubt are free,
A land of true felicity!

ILLUSTRATED BY
PRITY KAUR
CLASS 8A

;

-

A place where people can
Interact,
With no fear of being judged
For the caste or race they belong to.
A place with people we can call family,
A place where God s arms are around us,
'

A place becomes beautiful when beautiful people,
With hearts of gold and nature oh so good
Dwell in it.
A place of wonder,
A place of beauty,
A place of harmony.
A place by the blue lake…
Is where I want to be.

NAME Yuvika Sen
CLASS 9B
-

–

;
-

B7 SSALC
IMHSAR ISNAM
YB DETARTSULLI

One day one of my teeth broke when I was having dinner .Mother had
served sizzling mutton with steamed rice. Then I took the broken tooth
and cleaned it thoroughly until it shone. I went to bed and kept the
shiny tooth under the pillow so that the tooth fairy would come and
keep a coin in its place. Next morning, I was surprised to see that a coin
was really there! It was exactly like I had imagined it would be. I
wondered what wealth I would be able to gather if all my teeth were to
fall off at once!
One day, as I was eagerly waiting for my second milk tooth to fall and
was thinking of the tooth fairy and the coin that would magically
appear under my pillow...it happened again. This time I was more alert
as I wanted to meet the tooth fairy. That night I was pleasantly
surprised to discover that my mother was trying to slide a coin under
my pillow. I realized that night that my mother is a tooth fairy!

NAME Tushangi Paul
CLASS 4B
-

–

An Incredible Dream!
It was past midnight. I was sleeping. Suddenly I opened my eyes and
saw a genie standing in front of me. I was very astonished.
The genie said, “Hi Shruti! I have come here to fulfill your dreams. What
is your bucket list?”
I gathered some courage and said, “My dream is to be an astronaut,
visit the space and experience its beauty.”
As soon as the genie clicked his fingers, I was in space. I could
magically breathe in space without wearing any oxygen mask.
Suddenly, the genie disappeared. I was very nervous but very excited
too. I first saw the alluring Milky Way Galaxy and our beautiful planets.
The most attractive and sparkling planet I saw was the earth. When I
went closer to the planet Mercury, I felt very hot. Neptune was much
colder than I had imagined. Just then I heard my mother calling me,
“Wake up! Or you will be late for your online class, Shruti.” I woke up
and realized that it was just a dream.

NAME - Shruti Nandi
CLASS – 4B

MY BIRTHDAY CAKE
The most important thing at a birthday party is the birthday cake.
On my last birthday I was wondering which type of cake my
parents would order but to my surprise the cake which I had
always thought about was on my table. It was a beautiful,
chocolate flavoured, Ice Cake in the shape of a Barbie doll. The
Barbie was beautifully dressed in a white chocolate gown with
vanilla frost icing. The cake was very spongy and fresh. This
white chocolate cake had a lot of silvery gems sprinkled on the
doll s dress.
My birthday cake was ordered from Brown Bunch . They are one
of the most famous bakeries in town. My friends and my eyes
sparkled as soon as the cake was brought in front of us. The cake
was so marvellous that I did not want to cut it but the candle had
to be blown off and the cake had to be cut … I was delighted
because my parents had bought this wonderful cake on my
birthday.
-

’

‘

’

’

;
-
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NAME Ahana Verma
CLASS 4A
-

–

Sitting by the window on an idyllic summer evening,
Thoughts spilling over each other.
The fragrance of ripe mangoes
Seducing your olfactory senses,
Have you ever…ever searched for the extraordinary in the
ordinary?
The mirror reflects an image so flawed,
With scars and curves that cosmetics fail to dissolve.
Have you ever smiled at your imperfections?
Have you ever realized the worth of that smile?
Listening to someone telling you their darkest stories,
Lending someone your shoulder to cry on.
Loving someone without the perpetual fear of not being
loved back,
Have you ever craved for such a companionship?
The refulgent moon in the night sky,
The stars aligned in a strange geometry.
The winds concocting their mystical stories,
Have you ever realized the significance of silence?
The flickering candle that never ceases to illuminate,
Just like your hope that never dies.
In this diabolic darkness that haunts everyone,
Have you ever tried to find your light?
In a world brimming with chaos,
With a future shrouded in uncertainty.
With everyone, around you, running a MAD, UNCEASING
race,
Have you ever stopped to savour how far you ve come?
'

Have you ever…ever searched for the extraordinary in your
ordinary?

NAME Akshansh Kumar
CLASS 11
-

-

Last summer my family and I happened to visit Delhi. We decided to go by
air. We booked our tickets with Vistara Airlines a week in advance of our
departure. Our plane took off from Birsa Munda Airport, Ranchi at 10:00
a.m. Before the take off, everything was checked and passengers were
instructed to fasten their seatbelts.
When the plane started moving on the runway, there was a deafening
noise and in no time it took off. This was my first air trip. As the plane was
cruising in the air, cutting through the clouds I felt a little dizzy. My ears
seemed to be swelling and I started getting goosebumps. After a while, I
began feeling normal. Now the aircraft was flying at full speed. I peeped
through the window and I was amazed to see big cities and towns that
seemed like toy towns. The scenery appeared to be very panoramic.
Forests and trees looked like tiny plants. Even big rivers appeared to be
small streams of water. As I was gazing, the air hostess came and offered
me a cup of coffee and some snacks. I loved the refreshments very much.
The state of the travelers in the airplane is worth mentioning. While some
passengers dozed off or snored, others felt giddy and uneasy. Some just
flipped through the pages of the magazines and periodicals while others
were engrossed in reading novels. Many of them were chatting with one
another.
-

;

D9 SSALC
,ARTAP LIMURHD
YB DETARTSULLI
-

I enjoyed the wonderful aerial view of the landscape below. The majestic
hills, the scenic beauty, the narrow ravines and deep gorges, the groves, the
green vegetation covering the hills, the lush green trees and forests
presented a beautiful picture. As the plane entered the airspace of Delhi,
having an aerial view of the city full of ancient monuments, tall towers and
important buildings was an amazing experience. When our plane finally
landed at The Indira Gandhi International Airport at around 1:30 p.m., the
whole city was bathed in silvery sunshine.
We came out of the aeroplane and had a glass of fresh sweet lime juice at a
restaurant and then hired a taxi that took me to the hotel. It is amazing how
man can fly off to a distant place in such a short time. I really enjoyed my first
ever journey by aeroplane.

NAME – VANSHAJ NILESH RANGOONI
CLASS – 5B

IN THE FACE OF
ADVERSITY
The world overflowed with chaos but the streets oozed a deadly silence,
The cloak of mortality hovering above, we sat in an enforced quiescence.
The helpless, the needy walked miles uncountable,
Their stomachs craving for a morsel.
To the refulgent stars, I then looked but all I perceived was haunting
darkness.
And then I looked within into my own wilderness…
The flowers that had ceased to bloom now chase sunlight with
effervescence unknown,
My soul- an amalgamation of broken dreams coupled with grit and
determination rises from ashes..
Enough of Destiny’s lashes!
Enough of Destiny’s lashes.
My perseverance- my talisman which vanquishes adversity,
And I walk through this diabolic storm with positivity.
I walk through this with a sunshine dream,
To chase the rainbow with an unprecedented gleam.
Hurdles there are in my path galore,
But the colossal dreams in my eyes stand before.
They shimmer, they glitter, they urge me to go on,
And despite the many setbacks, I valiantly move on.
The ghosts of uncertainties laugh at me with derision,
But like a phoenix, I rise and towards the horizon!
Failures crumple me like the leaves that crumple in the heartless autumn,
But I…I rise with the vigour of an angelic spring ready to battle.

The path ahead is bristling with difficulties,
And I – a lone wanderer – uncovering intricacies.
But what is life – a mystical concoction of hurdles uncountable?
And, I – a warrior – solving this puzzle supposedly insurmountable.
The rain, the hail…they pour down on me in torrents,
And yet in the eye of the storm, I remain in control.
My sails, you see, are torn,
But HOPE is the only anchor to which I hold on.
The storm inside me is raging fiercer than it ever did,
But the gazillion dreams etched in the dark recesses of my mind shine
splendid than they ever did.
I scream, I tell, distraught with fear – my insides burn,
But my dreams, you see, are near and therefore with all my might I run.
And then suddenly in the infernal darkness, there is a streak of heavenly
light,
My dreams – once unattainable – now flutter around me in absolute delight.
My eye – a puddle of tears and my madness alive,
I laugh and laugh until my insides hurt,
Reflecting on a wild escapade that had been worth!
Like the gleaming sun that shines perpetually lighting the darkest corners,
My hopes – emblazoned with vivacity sing to me in tandem..
The ethereal rays of sunlight banish hurdles uncountable.
And my dreams, my dreams once again take a flight – so precious and
indescribable!!
And in that chaos,
“What is life,?” somebody asks,
And almost oblivious, I answer, “Life is a mystical concoction of hurdles
uncountable and I – a warrior solving this puzzle supposedly
insurmountable!! “

NAME - Akshansh Kumar
CLASS - 11
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NAME – YASH KUMAR VERMA
CLASS - 12B

ILLUSTRATED BY – PRIYANKA BANGABASH
(12B)

CONCEPTUALISED BY – HIMANSHU KUMAR
TIWARY ( 12B)

NAME – AAYAN SINGH
CLASS – 8A
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NAME – SRINJINI DUTTA
CLASS – 8C

Illustration by Tanya Sharma,
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MY FRIEND

By Aadya Srivastava, 1D

MY BICYCLE
I have a bicycle. It is red and yellow in colour. I love my bicycle and
the rides I take on it. Sometimes, I feel my bicycle is magical!

By Alaina Singh, 3D

I have a friend. Its name is Goldi.
It is golden in colour. It resides in
his lovely square home which is
an aquarium. It is a fast swimmer
and feels delighted when it
wriggles in the water of the fish
tank.
When I go near the aquarium, it swims towards me.
When I feed it, it feels great joy, comes near me and
gobbles all the food. I love my gold fish very much. It
is very dear to me.

I wish when I grow up, I can help my mom in buying groceries and
vegetables on my bicycle. I take care of it and make sure it is always
clean and gleaming. This bicycle is very precious to me, as it is a gift
from my dad. My mom always tells me that cycling is a good
exercise and it will help me remain fit.
When I ride it, my heart sings, I feel as if it give me wings!

MY FAMILY
Family, where life begins and love never
ends. The care and concern that is
shared among family members is life s
greatest blessing. I have a wonderful
and close knit family.
’

THE TREES KEEP ON FALLING

-

My name is Shreya Upadhyay. I am six
years old. There are six members in my
family.

When we cut
their trunks
Their leaves and flowers shrivel
The pain we cause
Are sins unpardonable!

My father s name is Mr. Ashish Upadhyay. He is a Senior
Technical Officer. My father is a very simple man. My father
takes us on holidays and fulfills all our wishes. My mother s
name is Mrs. Mukta Upadhyay. She is a homemaker. She is
very sweet and caring towards all. She is a very humble lady.

By Samrayagi Sarkar, 5A

’

’

My elder brother is thirteen. He studies in Class VIII. My
grandfather teaches me at home and my grandmother
narrates interesting stories. My grandparents love me a lot.
All my family members love and respect each other. We all
share a close bond and look forward to spending time
together. I love my family very much. When I am with my
family, I feel delighted and blessed because it completes me.

Old, giant, shady trees
Chopped without warning.
Shade for the young
Will disappear
before morning.

Illustration by Kaushalendra
Pratap (9d)

It includes my parents, my elder brother, my grandparents
and me.

Purity and virtue gone,
The Beauty has been stolen.
Let us accept our fault
The tall towering trees are falling.

FAMILY IS THE HEART OF A HOME.

“

”

By Shreya Upadhyay,1D

THE SOLDIER'S FAMILY
By Tanvi, 5A

Once, a soldier was fighting in a battle for his kingdom, far away from home. The battle had
been going on for months and he had not seen his family for a long time. His heart ached for his
home, especially his wife and his little daughter.
One winter night, the soldier tossed on his bed, unable to sleep, as he was worrying about his
family s health. Suddenly, he saw a bright flash of silver light and an angel appeared before him.
She smiled at him and in the background he saw his dearest wife and daughter. They looked
happy and healthy. Then, the vision faded. The solider smiled and went to sleep.
'

In his country home, his wife and his little daughter also saw a silver light through the kitchen
window. They saw an angel standing in the light. Behind her was a picture. It was the soldier,
lying in the bed, sleeping with a smile on his face. A letter was kept near his pillow.
The wife was happy to have a vision of her husband.
After a few days, the wife received her husband s letter, in which he had written about the
Angel. The family thanked the angel for bringing them together.
'

PERSPECTIVES

LOCKDOWN
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NAME – DHRITI PATIL
CLASS – 6C
ACTIVITY - BAKING

NAME – JASMIT KAUR
CLASS – 5A
ACTIVITY – JEWELLERY
MAKING

NAME – MAYURIKA SAHU
CLASS – 6C
ACTIVITY - DANCING

NAME – ALISHBA WAHAB
CLASS – 5C
ACTIVITY – JEWELLERY MAKING

NAME – SHRESHTHA SINGH
CLASS – 5C
ACTIVITY – MAKING CONFECTIONERY

NAME – MRS. MINI PAUL (SECONDARY
SCHOOL COORDINATOR AT HILL TOP)
ACTIVITY – NEEDLE WORK, STITCHING AND
SEWING

NAME – MS. SIMRAN KAUR (ACCOUNTS TEACHER)
ACTIVITY - BAKING

NAME – MRS. RUQAIYAH KHANUM ( PRE PRIMARY TEACHER AT HILL TOP )
ACTIVITY – MAKING DREAM CATCHERS

NAME – MRS. ARWINDER KAUR (BIOLOGY TEACHER AT HILL TOP)
ACTIVITY - GARDENING

NAME – MRS. MALA BHATTACHARJEE (CHEMISTRY TEACHER AT HILL TOP)
ACTIVITY – GARDENING

NAME – MRS. LISA CHATTERJEE
ACTIVITY - DANCING

MRS. SHUBHA PANT

SENIOR SECONDARY CO-ORDINATOR

Q1.Describe yourself in just three words.

Ans Reliable honest hard working
.

,

,

-

Q2. Why did you choose to be a teacher?

Ans Is there a better job where you can help kids learn and become better
people in life It is a privilege to teach students and do my small bit in building
the future of this country
.

?

.

Q3.If you ever get an opportunity to do a cameo in a film which film will you
choose? Why?

Ans Any movie that talks about women empowerment
.

.

Q4. What do you enjoy being the most
*A mother,
*A teacher or
*An administrator?

Ans A mother of course because my children and their kids bring joy to my life
each day but being a teacher comes a close second
.

,

…

.

Q5.Have you ever pranked or been pranked by your colleague/s?

Ans Never and I do not hope so in the near future too
.

.

Q6. Imagine, you are at school and there is an alien attack. UFOs are
hovering over the school building. What would you do?

Ans Call my family and make sure they are safe
.

.

Q7. What was the best advice, someone ever gave you?

Ans There is no specific advice as such that I can recall but my father in law has
had a great influence on me He inspired me and always encouraged me
especially when the times were tough and I really miss him
.

,

.

,

.

Q8. What is the best gift that a student has ever given you?

Ans Each year when the board exam results are out and they have that wide
smile on their faces it makes me think that I have been successful at what I do
and I feel grateful to God for making me a medium to help someone achieve his
her milestone
.

…

.

Q9. Name your favourite book.

Ans Ramcharitmanas
.

/

Q10.What message would you like to give to your students in these troubled
times?

Ans What we are all going through seems insurmountable but we shall
overcome We need to do our bit by wearing our masks and staying indoors It is
important sometimes that we take some time off from the news too and just
breathe Take a break do some yoga or some form of exercise and eat well
.

…

.

.

,

.

MRS.MINI PAUL

SECONDARY SCHOOL CO-ORDINATOR
Q1.Describe yourself in just three words.

Ans . Happy go lucky !

Q2. Why did you choose to be a teacher?

Ans . I was inspired by one of my teachers and decided very early in life that I
wanted to become a teacher .
Q3.If you ever get an opportunity to do a cameo in a film which film will you
choose? Why?

Ans . Well , I would prefer being behind the camera … Cannot think of a role that I
would fit in .
Q4 . What do you enjoy being the most
* A mother
* A teacher
* An Administrator ?
Ans . A mother
Q5.Have you ever pranked or been pranked by your colleague/s ?

Ans . Yes … but I won ’ t tell you , how …

Q6. Imagine, you are at school and there is an alien attack. UFOs are
hovering above the school building. What would you do?

Ans . Ring up the District Administration and seek help .

Q7. What was the best advice, someone ever gave you?

Ans . Advice from my husband :
Do not to be impulsive . ”

“

Q8. What is the best gift that a student has ever given you?

Ans . Students remember us years after passing out from school ; I consider this
the best gift .
Q9. Name your favourite book.

Ans . The Gift of Pain by Paul W Brand .
Q10.What message would you like to give to your students in these troubled
times?

Ans . This too shall pass .
Students should empathize with the less privileged people .
They should use their time in creative work .

MRS. SHEEJA ABRAHAM
MIDDLE SCHOOL CO-ORDINATOR
Q1. Describe yourself in just three words.

A Straight forward sympathetic hardworking
.

,

,

Q2. Why did you choose to be a teacher?

A I chose to be a teacher to make a difference to the society to help students
specially the ones that go unnoticed and to bring about a change in their lives
.

,

.

Q3.If you ever get an opportunity to do a cameo in a film which film will you
choose? Why?

A Mother Teresa of Calcutta I am really inspired by the life of Mother Teresa
She was very compassionate and loved even those who hurt her insulted her and
spoke ill about her She worked among the poorest of the poor and the
downtrodden
.

;

.

,

.

.

Q4. What do you enjoy being the most
* A mother
*A teacher
*An Administrator?

Ans Well all three roles have their own significance A mother is a teacher and
an administrator too A child s first teacher is his or her mother A mother needs
to be a good administrator too to keep her family on the right path and to
ensure that her family lives a life of contentment A good mother will always
make a good teacher and a good administrator I am a teacher who is a mother
to her students and an administrator wishing to see each student turn out to be
a good human being
.

,

.

.

'

.

,

.

.

,

.

Q5.Have you ever pranked or been pranked by your colleague/s?

Ans Yes I have been pranked by my colleagues but then I am not letting the cat
out of the bag though the memories bring a smile to my face
.

…

,

.

Q6. Imagine, you are at school and there is an alien attack. UFOs are
hovering over the school building. What would you do?

Ans If there is an alien attack and UFO s begin to hover over the school building
I would hide myself and wait to catch hold of one of the aliens I would keep it
with me who knows it might help me wipe out corona virus from the Universe
.

’

,

.

,

...

.

Q7. What was the best advice, someone ever gave you?

Ans To compliment people magnify their strengths not their weakness
.

,

,

Q8. What is the best gift that a student has ever given you?

.

A ns The best gift given to me by my students well when students thank me for
helping them become what they are today and acknowledge that I was able to
make a difference in their lives I consider that as the most valuable gift
.

…

…

…

.

Q9. Name your favourite book.

A The God of Small Things by Arundhati Roy
.

Q10.What message would you like to give to your students in these troubled
times?

Ans Stay positive and strong and keep praying soon this too will pass and
everything will get better Challenging times can bring you down but remember
they will not last forever Stay Home Stay Safe
.

,

.

.

,

,

.

MRS. LEEZA KARAK
PRIMARY CO-ORDINATOR

Q1.Describe yourself in just three words.

Ans . Confident , loyal , sensitive

Q2. Why did you choose to be a teacher?

Ans . I chose to be a teacher so that I could continue learning . I wanted to make a
difference in the lives of children .
Q3. If you ever get an opportunity to do a cameo in a film which film will
you choose? Why?

Ans . Sound of Music . Any of the VonTrapp kids .
Q4 . What do you enjoy being the most
* A mother
* A teacher
* An administrator ?
Ans . A mother , because I can be both , a teacher and an administrator , by being a
mother .
Q5.Have you ever pranked or been pranked by your colleague/s ?

Ans . Yes . Shhhh …

Q6. Imagine, you are at school and there is an alien attack. UFOs are
hovering over the school building. What would you do?

Ans . Would love to take a selfie with the alien first ( have never seen them before …
excited ! ! ! ) .
Q7. What was the best advice someone ever gave you?

Ans . Never take a decision when you are angry .

Q8. What is the best gift that a student has ever given you?

Ans . Their smile .

9. Name your favourite book.

Ans . The Da Vinci Code by Dan Brown
10. What message would you like to give to your students in these troubled
times?

A . Stay calm . These times teach you the biggest lessons of life . They teach us that
we must learn to evolve by " adapting to changes " .
Utilise your energy to do positive things .

MRS. NAMEETA
PRE PRIMARY CO-ORDINATOR
Q1. Describe yourself in just three words.

Ans . Adventurous , enterprising , energetic

Q2. Why did you choose to be a teacher?

Ans . I always wanted to explore and understand young minds so I chose teaching .
Q3. If you ever get an opportunity to do a cameo in a film which film will you
choose? Why?

Ans . I am not a movie buff .

Q4. What do you enjoy being the most

A mother
* A teacher
* An administrator ?
Ans . A Teacher
*

Q5.Have you ever pranked or been pranked by your colleague/s?

Ans . Yes … . It was a harmless prank .

Q6. Imagine, you are at school and there is an alien attack. UFOs are hovering
over the school building. What would you do?

Ans . Wait & watch for the first move .

Q7. What was the best advice, someone ever gave you?

Ans . Accept the challenge & prove yourself !

Q8. What is the best gift that a student has ever given you?

Ans . When a student told me that she had not forgotten the way I taught her when
she was in my class . ( Pre - Primary Segment )
Q9. Name your favourite book.

Ans . Gone with the Wind

Q10.What message would you like to give to your students in these troubled
times?

Ans . During these challenging times , be grateful for the fact that you are alive ,
healthy and breathing . Be grateful for this extra time with family and friends , even
though it may be through a virtual platform . Be grateful to your school that strives
to help you to continue learning even when times are tough . While there is a lot of
uncertainty in the world right now , don ’ t be discouraged . Take time to reflect on
who or what is most important to you . This is a good time to take good care of
yourselves and to be kind to others . Find a way to stay in touch with your

loved ones through social media phone calls and texts Record your thoughts
and feelings as you navigate through these days of insecurity Acquire new skills
You are now a part of history in the making You will come out stronger on the
other side you will learn and grow from your mistakes and circumstances and
you will be ready to fight whatever the future holds for you Stay safe exercise
regularly and stay healthy
,

.

.

.
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